
After speaking with a New Zealander, Barry
Whitehead decided to attempt growing a
few Feijoa Fruit trees in his retirement. He
now has about 1000 trees on his 5 acre
property in Mapleton, 360 of which

produced fruit this year. 
Each tree will produce between 30-
40kgs of fruit each season, so picking

time from March to June can
become very hectic. After fruiting,

pruning and fertilising is essential
to ensure next year’s crop.

Fruit fly can be a
problem, but
Barry and Lola
keep them under
control with
organic fruit fly

sprays and
other

environmentally responsible deterrents. The small
green fruits are sweet, suggesting a combination of
pineapple and guava or pineapple and strawberry,
often with overtones of winter green or spearmint.
Feijoa fruit produce a strong, lingering perfume,
even before they are fully ripe. 

“They are usually eaten fresh, but can be used in
many different ways, so finding outlets for the fruit
was not difficult for us.”said Barry and Lola. “Our
main market is restaurants, organic shops and
growers markets, but we sell a large amount to the
public, especially New Zealanders who have
missed their favourite fruit since moving to
Australia.”

This versatile fruit can be used in many different
ways, including being made into juice, wine and
cordials. Chefs love to use it to make sauces to
accompany meat dishes, while others make it, skin
and all, into a delicious jam. Some restaurants also
serve feijoa ice cream. 

Thanks to the Maroochy Shire Council’s
Enterprising Food Directory, Barry and Lola have
received a host of enquiries. If you wish to find out
more about feijoa fruits you can contact Barry or
Lola on 0411 152 609 or 0411 596 524. 
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Sarah and Shane Stevens from Settler’s Organics grow and supply fresh
local organic small crops, with a special emphasis on heritage varieties.
Remember how veggies used to taste, bursting with real flavour?  Initially
started as a hobby, Sarah and Shane have turned their interest for organic
produce into a passion. "It was a natural progression to take over
management of the family farm at Mapleton to grow organic crops," said
Sarah. “Currently we are growing a variety of crops such as sweet potato,
potato, pumpkin, snap peas, caulies, broccoli, cabbages, tomatoes and
asparagus. Of course, the type of crop that we produce changes according
to seasonal conditions." 

"When illness threatens the people you love, you really start to take stock
of what you have…what do we want for our children? Ourselves? Our
Community?" These questions led Sarah and Shane  to do lots of research,
which in turn caused lots of thinking.

"We want our children to grow up strong and healthy eating fresh organic
fruit and veggies, yet we wondered how to get children to eat them? We
found our 2 year old enjoyed eating his straight from the garden, and our
home grown beans, peas and corn were a great success. Food also needs to
taste good, as you can't fool children and we all know there is a big
difference between a commercial tomato and a homegrown variety...flavour!
This has inspired us to grow some of the old favourite heritage varieties." 

As the cost of living seems forever on the increase, Sarah and Shane
would like to take this opportunity to encourage everyone to eat local
produce in season, as it's fresher and usually less expensive. You can grow
some of your own and get your children involved - herbs, spinach and
lettuce are especially good picked fresh from your own garden. 
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Take another look at the price and quality of
organic veggies - you might be pleasantly
surprised, and your taste buds will thank you! 

Enquiries welcome on 5478 6400.
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